Commissural and perforant path interactions in the rat hippocampus. Field potentials and unitary activity.
The interaction of the commissural and perforant path systems was studied by recording extracellular field potentials and single unit activity in the dentate gyrus in urethane-anesthetized rats. Conditioning commissural volleys suppressed extracellular synaptic potentials, population spikes and single unit discharges evoked by perforant path stimulation. Commissural stimulation (single or repetitive) failed to induce a population spike, however strong the stimulation. About half of the cells fired monosynaptically to perforant path volleys and 20% to commissural volleys. Half of the commissurally driven units fired before or coincided with field potential onset. The antidromic mechanism of these short latency unitary spikes was shown by the collision test. Commissural activation reduced spontaneous cell firing without previous excitation in 25% of the neurons. Less than 6% of the cells responded to stimulation of both inputs, indicating little convergence between the two pathways. We contend that a simple from of recurrent inhibition fails to explain the above findings, and the possibility of feed-forward inhibition by commissural activation has been raised.